Microsoft: Office 365

{Replace this text with a description of the data type, how it functions, and any key information to know about it.} In the Common Information Model, {type} data is typically mapped to the {linked name, capitalized} data model.

Configuration

Guidance for onboarding data can be found in the Splunk Documentation, Getting Data In (Splunk Enterprise) or Getting Data In (Splunk Cloud). Refer to the documentation, and note the following:

- Recommended index: {index name}
- Source type: {source type name}
- Input type: {input type}
- Add-on or app: Splunk Add-on for Microsoft Office 365
- Sizing estimate: {Add description}

Link to this somewhere: Gaining better visibility in Microsoft O365

Validation

{Replace this text with a statement that explains how the customer can validate that the data source was correctly configured.}

- Use this space for SPL related to validating the data source configuration

Application

When your Splunk deployment is ingesting {name} data, you can use it to accomplish {list of} use cases.

- Detecting Office 365 attacks
- {Link to a Splunk Lantern use case or guide}
- {Link to a Splunk Lantern use case or guide}
- {Link to a Splunk Lantern use case or guide}